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Dear Selection Committee Members:
I am writing this letter of support and recommendation for Brian
Steger to serve as the Scout Executive for the Lincoln Heritage Council.
First, thank you for your service to the Council and to the Scouting
movement. Service on a selection committee is one of the most
significant contributions that a volunteer can offer to the local Scouting
program. I have served as the chairman of several selection committees,
so I appreciate the challenge involved in your decision, particularly when
the council is undergoing a time of transition.
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I am also familiar with the great Scouting tradition of your
council. While I do not know each of the candidates under consideration,
I have known Brian Steger for more than 30 years, and offer my
unqualified support for his candidacy. Brian is a superior Scout
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professional, and a man of great character and integrity. His selection would be one that the
Committee could reflect on years from now and know that they made the right decision In
securing the future of the local Scouting movement.
I have personally watched Brian's professional development at virtually every stage of
his career, having worked with him in various roles that I have assumed at the local, area,
regional, and national level. I first worked with Brian as his local Exploring district chair more

than 30 years ago, when Brian was just starting his professional journey. Since that time, Brian
has served at an exemplary level at every stage of his professional career, whether as number two
in one of the nation' s largest councils, to serving as Scout Executive for multiple councils, to
working with me on National Jamboree staffs.
I know from personal observation that Brian has rightfully earned a reputation as a skilled
professional who can assess a council's situation and motivate passionate volunteers to chart a
path to success. Even in uniquely challenging situations, Brian demonstrated strong
interpersonal skills and fundamental management expertise that won the confidence of his
volunteers. I was not surprised when I attended the recent Top Hands national professional
meeting in New Orleans and saw Brian on the stage being held out as one of the top
professionals in the movement.

One of the things I have learned from 30 plus years of volunteer service is how much you
can accomplish when you identify and partner with the right professional. To Brian's credit, I
can think of any number of volunteers at each of his professional career stations who are fans
and friends of Brian Steger. It a testament to Brian that so many volunteers have been and
continue to be so passionate about his contribution to the Scouting movement.
I would be pleased to discuss this recommendation with any member of the selection

committee.
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